
How do I register? 

Look on the Equal Footingball Division webpage (https://footballwest.com.au/play/equal-footingball/) and find the listed club you would like to join and 
choose the method of contact (email or phone) and arrange a time to see a training session or match to see the squad in action. Then the club can provide 
you a link or web address to sign up, which will involve starting an online account in PlayFootball. Then there is a simple step-by step process. 

Can I get Kidsport $150 subsidy from my club fees? 

Many participants use this option. Advise your club before registering if you have a Health Care card which makes you eligible for the Kidsport subsidy (see 
also https://www.dlgsc.wa.gov.au/funding/sport-and-recreation-funding/kidsport/information-for-parents) 

All the clubs are far from my home; how can I get a closer option?  

Equal Footingball is still growing. If you are in an area where you feel a club is too far from you, please contact Gordon Duus via 
gordon.duus@footballwest.com.au / 0410 659 422 and we will try to find a suitable option closer to home and perhaps build the case for a closer club to 
enter Equal Footingball Division. 

I have played an integrated sport where the ball rarely comes to me or flies over my head, is this any different? 

Equal Footingball is played with the ball mostly on the ground, all players regularly touch the ball and have meaningful time to decide whether to control it 
or dispose of it according to their own progress in game awareness and confidence. The multiple divisions mean players are selected for the most safe and 
enjoyable level according to their stage of advancement. 

As a beginner how can I feel safe from complicated, fast and aggressive games? 

There are three divisions including division three which is designed for people to learn at their own pace and feel safe and included. Division Three 
commonly features players with skills and awareness of game play being developed so they can enjoy and if they want progress into higher divisions as 
others have. 

How suitable is the coaching? 

All clubs’ coaches bring a care for community and inclusion with them. Some are taught sport skills by their club, some bring skills from other sport and life 
experience and all on match days have the guidance of their peers and Football West advanced coaching support. 

Football West encourages coaches along the development pathways also and (similarly to players) potential for selection to tour with state teams is an 
incentive to learn and improve skills on and off the pitch. 



 

What is the difference between EFD and United Reds League? 

United Reds brings an approach of combining players with full ability alongside those who have a different ability level while Equal Footingball Division is 
designed to cater for people starting with a competitive disadvantage. 

The clubs involved in both competitions are different 

United Reds targets the age range of 8 to 12 while Equal Footingball Division caters for ages 9 and older. 

Does my ability level or body type matter for me to participate? 

It is required that outfield players be ambulant, having use of limbs to independently get around. There is concession for players with a walking aid to play 
an important role in defence as goalkeeper. 

We encourage a diverse range of people to discover and enjoy what the world’s most popular modified sport has to offer. 


